
Guida all’utilizzo di SinovaSinova user guide



The aim of this guide is to show you how to use 
Sinova to open a ticket and request Nova Systems’ 

assistance



The first step in order to access Sinova is to sign in
through your private area on Nova Systems’ 

website by using your credentials.



After the first access it is necessary to change your 
password. Just click on your name in the top right part 

of the screen to do it



Verify your data and create your own password by 
typing it twice into the highlighted fields, then click on 

«save» and exit this screen.



Then go back to the main screen and access the 
ticket menu by clicking on the envelope icon.



You are now in the main menu dedicated to the 
tickets.

Click on the yellow button « Open a new ticket».



Select the branch of the company to which you 
belong and the colleague on behalf of which you are 

opening the ticket, if necessary.



Explain the request in detail providing as much 
information and example as possible.



Starting from the first option in the drop-down menu 
(highlighted in green) try to individuate the problem 
and to add further details by choosing among the 
options that will be suggested automatically. Only  

the first option is mandatory, but the more you fill in, 
the faster you will get an answer from Nova Systems.



Select the priority of your request.
Once your request is completed, click on the «save» 

button in the lower right part of the screen.



The ticket will be shown with a yellow dot, to 
indicate that it is being processed by Nova Systems.



Nova Systems may answer with a request for 
further information. In this case you will receive a 

notification in your mail. You will just need to 
enter the tickets menu, where you will see that 

your request has been highlighted with a red dot 
on the customer column, which means that the 

ticket is on your side.



By entering the ticket menu, you will see all previous 
comments and you will be able to consult them.



In the upper left part you will see the field «request» 
highlighted in green; after you have given an answer 

you can click on «save» to send it.



After you have given an answer the ticket will turn 
yellow again, which means that it needs to be 

processed by Nova Systems.
In some cases Nova Systems may send an 

informative note, which means a message or an 
advancement status. A ticket containing an 

informative will be flagged by a small «i».



It will be possible to visualize the informative note by 
entering the ticket, or by stopping with the cursor on 
the «i» that is shown besides the yellow dot on the 

summary.



Finally, once the ticket has been resolved, Nova 
Systems will request its closure. The ticket cannot 
be closed directly by Nova Systems, which might 

only request its closure.



The actual closure of the ticket will happen only by
your confirmation.



You are now ready to use Sinova
autonomously to open the tickets and 

request Nova Systems’ assistance.



Per dubbi o chiarimenti non esitate a 
contattare l’Help Desk Nova Systems al 

numero +39 045 878 8211

For any further doubt or information do not
hesitate to contact the Nova Systems’ Help 

Desk at our number +39 045 878 8200


